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Adventure or adventure games are one of the games that have quite a few fans. By playing the game, we can adventure in a virtual world without having to move from where we are today. Well this time Carisinyal will consider 10 of the best Android adventure games that you can play offline. Some of these games are paid, some are free and some are free with additional in-app
purchases. The next 10 offline Android adventure games are also no less fun than the MMORPG Android game. Because not only do you travel around, you will also face various missions and challenges that you can conquer. There are even adventurous games that make you fight enemies. 1. Castle Illusion game takes on the theme of adventure, featuring one of Disney's
Mickey Mouse characters. This game led by a Disney developer will lead its players into a castle full of challenges and obstacles. You will be taken on an adventure inside the castle. You have to solve all the tasks as well as the missions that have been given from the game. Not scary, this game is instead presented with an interesting backsound with stunning visual effects. Save
Mickey's lover, don't keep Minnie stuck in the castle for too long! You can download the game here. 2. Fahrenheit: Indigo Prophecy Do you want an exciting horror adventure game? Fahrenheit: Indigo Prophecy can be one of the right options for you. This game provides a outsmart dialogue. So you not only just play, you can also enjoy the dialogue that gets you carried away. You
can also choose from the various characters available in Fahrenheit: Indigo Prophecy. In the game, you will solve some funny secrets. This cannot be underestimated because the Fahrenheit: Indigo Prophecy game is not easy to win. Sorry to enjoy Fahrenheit: Indigo Prophecy you should be prepared to download it by paying 7.99 pounds by clicking here. 3. Ghost Town
Adventures Ghost Town Adventures is one of those adventure games that you can get for free. This game starts with a story where you are looking for a lost grandfather. You need to go on an adventure and walk to find all the clues in order to find your grandfather. While you're on an adventure, you'll meet ghosts. In addition, you also have to solve some riddles to find the key.
The keys you find can be used to unlock other access to make it easier to find your grandfather. Can? You can download the game here. 4. Terraria Terraria is one of the adventure games that presents everything unique and interesting. If you play this game, you will find many unusual things from you to see the sky in the underworld in Terraria. In addition to presenting a unique
graphic concept, the game also offers an exciting action adventure. Not only are you here to walk, you also have to fight against your enemies. Over 450 enemies and over 20 bosses you have to win. Another advantage is that the game can be played offline, and can also be played online for multiplayer gameplay. Do you want to play this game? Click here to get the game by
paying Rp66.000. 5. Another world is another world old game that was first released in 1990 and is now back on Android devices. In this game you will play the role of a physics researcher who accidentally moves himself to another world. This Game Another World is very unique and challenging because you will also be presented with some puzzles that are pretty brain-racking.
You don't have to pay attention to its outdated graphics because it was released more than two decades ago. 6. Assassin's Creed Identity Ubisoft not only presents Assasin Creed games only on the PC platform, because now you can play the game on Hp Android. No less fun than the PC version, Assassin's Creed Identity also has many missions to be completed as Assassins.
Uniquely, in this game you can choose from classes ranging from Berserker, Shadow Blade, Trickster and Thief classes. Most importantly, the graphic animations offered by this game are very good and feel real. However, for those of you who want to play this game turns out to be willing to spend rp29,000 kocek, yes. 7. Broken Sword Broken Sword is the best adventure game
consisting of 4 episodes. This game gets a lot of thumbs up from Android game critics. In this detective adventure puzzle game you have to find clues as well as solve various puzzles if you want to continue the adventure. The graphic display as well as the cut scenes are made with pretty good animated animation. The gameplay presented is also great for the detective adventure
category. If you buy a version of Director Cut, you get various bonus items from this game. 8. Gemini Rue Gemini Rue is a sci-fi adventure game Android, which takes place on a planet called Barracus. In this game you will play a former hitman named Odin and go on an adventure with a hospital patient named Delta Six. The game received good reviews from its fans, so it
received a rating of 4.5 on the Google Play Store. The gameplay is also pretty simple because it uses a point-and-click system. Please download this Gemini Rue game here. 9. Leo Fortune Leo Fortune is a game that pretty much attracts attention played in the Android TV demo at the 2014 Google I/O event. Since then, Android gamers have started looking at it, and many of
them are now loyal fans. In this game you will play the role of Leo, a billionaire who is now falling poor because his wealth is stolen. But he did not stop and decided to go on an adventure to rediscover the lost wealth. 10. Minecraft Pocket Edition It feels like no one can deny if Minecraft is one of the best standalone adventure games on Android today. In this game you build
houses, dig mines, destroy buildings, and various other activities on your project. This game has no history, so it is suitable for those of you who love open world games. So you can create your own stories in the game that carry these old graphics. Please download this game through the Play Store here. 11. Machinarium Machinarium is an adventure game that has a point-and-
click system with a steampunk theme. This game has different puzzles that are quite difficult, so you have to think really well to get through it. Some people criticize the storyline in this game, which is too short. But that's actually understandable given the machine was released when the average Android smartphone still had 4GB of storage. The latest version of the game now
represents achievements and supports cloud storage. 12. Silent Century Silent Century is a puzzle adventure game that features the main character named Joe. Joe is a researcher who discovers the fact that humanity will soon die out within the next 40 years, so he must overcome it immediately. At the same time, he had to find out in advance what caused it and how it could
have happened. This game is perfect for you fans of retro games like another world. The game can also be downloaded for free with several purchases in the app in it. 13. The Walking Dead If you're a big fan of The Walking Dead series, then this game is worth a try. Just like the story in the movie, in this game you have to save the world from dangerous zombie attacks. The
game Walking Dead consists of two seasons. Interestingly, you can play both seasons without having to go from season one to season two. Both can also be played for free for 1 episode and then pay through in-app purchases if they want to continue. 14. Botanicula Actually, botanicula is a follow-up story of the machine, of course, Botanicula is no less fun than other adventurous
games. In this game, players have a mission to save the last tree seed in the botanicula world. However, the mission The seeds of the trees are not as easy as themselves, because many evil will annoy the player. In addition to the fun adventure story, you can also enjoy a pretty good graphic look. In fact, you can go on an adventure in more than 150 places that are already
scattered in the world of Botanicula. Yes, you shouldn't miss the hidden bonus either! 15. Frostrune Another fun game with type of adventure, Frostrune. This is a game with an interesting and unique storyline. In addition to highlighting the story, Frostrune also has a number of challenges for players that will definitely make you feel good. Because, Frostrune is really known for its
complex puzzle problems. Want to play? These are the 10 best Android adventure games right now that are a must for you to try. All of these games can be played offline without an Internet connection. If you are a great game for RPG adventure games then you can check out the list of the best games in this article. Do you like games with complex obstacles full of puzzles,
exciting gameplay and complex storylines? Then you have to play adventure games, gang! Improved smartphone technology now allows us to play the best adventure games Android with graphics that are not inferior to computer games and consoles. Despite this, today's games rely heavily on the Internet. Without an internet connection or quota, you can't play the game. But it's
easier. In this article, Jaka will provide a solution for you by recommending android adventure in offline games. Check it out! The best collection of standalone adventure games 2020 Android Offline Adventure Games that jaka will recommend this time is guaranteed to be no less fun than the PC offline adventure games you played! Let's choose the best offline adventure game of
2020, which Jaka recommended to you! 1. Oceanhorn If you like the legend of the game zelda, Xhaka is sure that you will fall in love with Oceanhorn. However, this game has a very similar artistic style and gameplay. In this game you will play the character of a young man who receives a letter from his father who leaves. With necklaces and notebooks, you'll find your father. Even
if you don't need an internet connection, you'll have to pay to enjoy all the content in Oceanhorn. But this adventurous offline game is guaranteed to be worth it, Kok! Developer Specification Details FDG Entertainment GmbH No Co.KG Rating 3.8 / 5.0 (Google Play Store) Game Size 8.3 MB (APK Only) Minimum Android 4.1 and up to Set 5,000.000. White Door White Door is an
adventure offline game where you will monitor a person trapped inside a psychiatric hospital. Character don't remember the cause of the cause he was there. When you start this game, you don't get any hints. In general, this game has a very ordinary graphics, but the proposed premise is very interesting. Yes, this game is also paid for by the gang. Подробные спецификации
разработчика Второй лабиринт Рейтинг 4.7 / 5.0 (Google Play Store) Размер игры варьируется в зависимости от минимального Android устройство меняется в зависимости от устройства Установить 50.000 Цена Rp46.000,- &gt;&gt;&gt;Загрузка Белая дверь по следующей ссылке&lt;&lt;&lt; 3. The end of the world is the end of the world game, you will play a man
who has just broken up with his girlfriend. So heartbroken, he felt that his world was over. In this game you have to live day in and day out with his loneliness and grief. With unique graphics and a little dark, this game is guaranteed to make you think about the apocalypse. It's so hard, isn't it? Unfortunately, this game is not on the Google Play Store, the gang. Download this free
adventure offline game on the links jaka already provide under the guys! Developer Specification Details - Rating - Game Size 87MB Minimum Android 2.3.3 and Up Set - Download The End of the World here: End of the World Last 4. Syberia is the main character in this game by Kate Walker, a tough woman who works as a lawyer. During the expedition from Western Europe to
Eastern Russia, he met a number of unusual characters and locations. One of them in his attempt to track down Hans, a brilliant inventor who has the last clue to the ability to reveal the secrets of Seaberia. There are many secret missions and puzzles that you have to solve in this game. As an easy offline Android adventure game, you don't need memory and great RAM to play
this game. Developer Specification Details Anuman Rating 3.7/ 5.0 (Google Play Store) Game Size 5.5 MB Minimum Android 4.0 and Above Set 100,000 Download Syberia on the following link: 5. Edge tomorrow picked up from one of the best action movies, this offline adventure game has a plot similar to the original movie. Set at a time when an alien race hit the Earth with
incessant attacks and invincible any military unit in the world. Then all you have to do in this game is save the earth from evil alien attacks. As the coolest Android adventure offline game, Edge of Tomorrow is a must-see now. Warner Bros. Details of the Developer Spec Rating 8.9/10 (APKPure) Game Size 91 MB Minimum Android 4.0 and Up Set - Download Tomorrow's Edge of
Tomorrow at the following link: Edge of Tomorrow's Game 1.0.3 Warner Bros Adventure Games. International Enterprise Adventure Game Fun Offline Read more... 6. Minecraft Pocket Edition As an Architect You Will Be Freed to Build Different Buildings Of the various raw materials available in this game. This 3D adventure offline game lets you explore endless worlds and build
everything from simple houses to grand castles. There's a creative mode that lets you play with unlimited resources or mine as much as you want in survival mode. In addition, Minecraft games are also some of the best-selling games of all time. If you don't believe it, check out the full list here: the 50 best-selling games in the world of all time (Update 2020). Detailed developer
specifications Mojang Rating 4.6 / 5.0 (Google Play Store) Game size varies depending on the minimum Android device Changes depending on the device Set 10,000,000 Price Rp99.000,- Download Minecraft Pocket Edition on the following link: Minecraft: Pocket Edition 1.16.40.02 7. Assassin's Creed Pirates Game is one of the branches of the famous Game Assasin's Creed.
The main mission in this adventure war game is to play Alonso Batilla, an ambitious young pirate captain, breaking the rules of the hobby by challenging other kingdoms and collecting gold! You have to build your own ship and crew, explore the Caribbean coast and fight all the enemies. Developer Specs Detailed Ubisoft Rating 3.6/ 5.0 (Uptodown) Game Size 35MB Minimum
Android 4.0 and Up Set - Download Assassin's Creed Pirates at the following link: Assassin's Creed Pirates for Android Games Adventure Ubisoft Entertainment 8. Gemini Rue Game called Gemini Rue tells the story of Azriel Odin, a former hitman who has just arrived on the planet Barracus. When something goes wrong, he can only ask for help from criminals to continue his
mission. This offline adventure game will spoil you with mysterious puzzles that you have to solve to the end. With the nuances of science fiction, this game is a must if you love games with mysterious nuances. This game is also not on the Google Play Store. So you can download Gemini Rue through the link jaka below. Developer Specification Details - Rating - Game Size 8.4
MB Minimum Android 2.3 and Up Set - Download Gemini Rue on the following link: 9. Ice Age Adventure Adventure tells the story of Manny, Diego, and his friends stranded on a continent full of ice and Sid's challenge to help them. I'm sure you'll also love this offline adventure game. The graphics in this 3D standalone Android adventure game are a lot of fun to see and can be
the best kids game that can be played of all ages. Isn't that still a shade of fun? You're going to watch a movie, gang! Gameloft SE Specs Detailed Rating 4.3 / / Game Size 62MB Minimum Android 4.0 and up set 50,000,000,- Download Ice Age Adventures at the following link: Ice Age Adventures Last 10. Full Tube Adventures the main character in this game is called Dude. This
puzzle gameplay turns out to be fun to play because the mission dude in this game is quite a lot and fun. This Android offline adventure game has many stages or levels that you can play because it will keep you curious about playing it. The game also has a paid version that will give you the maximum gaming experience. There are new characters and places that you can watch in
the premium version. Detailed description of the developer Icestone Rating 4.1 / 5.0 (Google Play Store) Game Size 46 MB Minimum Android 4.0.3 and up to Set 100,000 Download Full Tube Adventures on the following link: Full Tube: The Latest Puzzle Game Adventure 11. Game of Thrones is based on the most popular TV series around the world, this non-quota offline
adventure game can be played at any time. Game of Thrones allows players to become lords in Westeros and you have to set a strategy to conquer the Seven Kingdoms. Battles with enemy soldiers with many dragons will take place in this game. Dominate the war and win this Game of Thrones! Detailed description of the developer OFUS Rating 3.4 / 5.0 (Google Play Store)
Game Size 72 MB Minimum Android 4.4 and above Set 100,000 Download Game of Thrones on the following link: Telltale Games Adventure Games 12. Ignatius This game will lead us into a surreal world where we will be Ignatius, the main character in this game. While Ignatius misses his monotonous life, Ignatius meets a mysterious theater director named Vigo, who takes him
to a mysterious reality. The player's job is to find his way in this strange world and run away from it. With black and white hues, the game requires you to collect 3 units of film to complete one of the main missions in the game. Detailed developer rating description 8.4/10 (APKPure) Game Size 38 MB Minimum Android 4.0 and above Set - Download Ignatius here: End word So jaka
discussion of the best and latest standalone adventure games in 2020 that you should download! Download the link to every best Android adventure offline game 2020 is all you have to do, so all you have to do is download it! Please share and comment on this article to keep up with information, tips and news about technology from Jalantikus.com also read articles about Android
Games or other interesting articles from Naufal. Naofal. game petualangan perang android terbaik offline. game offline petualangan android terbaik 2019. game offline petualangan terbaik 2020 android. game offline petualangan android terbaik 2018. game petualangan offline terbaik di android. game petualangan android offline terbaik sepanjang masa. game petualangan offline
android grafik terbaik. game petualangan hd offline android terbaik
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